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The acquisition of the ba construction in Mandarin Chinese: A study of heritage speakers 

and second language learners 

This paper presents some results of an online study about the differences in usage and 

knowledge of the ba construction in Mandarin Chinese for native speakers (L1), heritage 

speakers (HL), and second language (L2) speakers of Mandarin Chinese. 

The ba construction is an active sentence (1a) in which the particle ba is used before 

the predicate verb. In a regular SVO sentence (1b), the semantic focus is on the event’s 

progress, while in a ba sentence, the focus is on the result or change to the object. A change 

in word order from regular SVO to SOV in the ba sentence accompanies this semantic 

change.  

1a. ba sentence  

       SUBJECT +BA + OBJECT+ VERB + (COMPLEMENTS)  

ta      ba boli da   sui                         le 

        He     ba glass broke result complement SFP. 

       ‘He broke the glass.’ 

1b. Regular Chinese Sentence Structure 

       SUBJECT + VERB + (COMPLEMENTS) + OBJECT 

        ta da sui   le  boli 

   He broken result complement [tense [-past] glass. 

       ‘He broke the glass.’ 

Different types of phrases are contained in the predicate (called complements in the 

traditional literature on Chinese grammar); result complement, direction complement, 

quantity complement, preposition complement, and de complement (degree complement) 

(Liu & Zhao 2006, Zheng 2009). L2 Chinese learners exhibit errors in the acquisition of 

complements for complement type and ordering (Fu 2013, Wen 2012). Polinsky et al. (2010) 

find differences between native and heritage speakers of Mandarin Chinese in the production 

of ba structures concerning the order and complexity of complements. These patterns suggest 

that the heritage speakers’ production is influenced by their dominant language English. 

The following hypotheses and questions were tested using the GORILLA Experiment Builder 

(gorilla.sc) to design and distribute this online study. The study consisted of one 

grammaticality judgment task and two limited production tasks. 

1. Are there differences between L1, HL, and L2 speakers when judging the acceptability of 

ba sentences? 

2. What types of complements do the three speaker groups use for ba sentences? 

3. Do HL or L2 speakers exhibit word order errors with ba sentences? 

The three speaker groups have the following characteristics:  

HL speakers early age of acquisition for Mandarin Chinese | dominant English use. 

L2 speakers later age of acquisition for Mandarin Chinese | dominant English use. 
L1 speakers early age of acquisition for Mandarin Chinese | dominant Mandarin Chinese. 

The results show that HL and L2 speakers use simpler complement structures significantly 

more often than L1 speakers. Furthermore, HL and L2 speakers utilize word order differently 

from L1 speakers. The linear regression and generalized linear mixed models for the speaker 

groups showed that HL and L2 speakers differ from L1 speakers in the use of ba sentences. 

In contrast, HL and L1 speakers differ from L2 speakers in the judgment of ba sentences. 



The results suggest that the influence of English can be seen in the production but not in the 

underlying knowledge of ba sentences. HL speakers and L2 speakers pattern together in the 

production tasks, while L1 and HL speakers pattern together in the judgment task, suggesting 

that age of acquisition plays a role in underlying knowledge but not production. 
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